## Index of Fictional Characters, Places & Things

Compiled by Douglas Albert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>187 · horn player for the Vomitones; 98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24fps · film collective; 114; Ditzah's archive of, 194-203; at College of the Surf, 209, 228, 233, 243, 247; after CotS, 249, 250, 252; disappearing, 263, 277; over for Frenesi, 280, 292; archive destroyed, 333; memories of, 346; members: Frenesi Gates(camera, director), Howie(accountant, lighting), Sledge Poteet(rigger), Ditzah &amp; Zipi Pisk(film editors), Krishna(sound), Mirage(astrologer), DL(security)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ace · lighting technician; in Hub's crew, 287, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggro World · magazine; 107, 128, 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexei · Russian sailor and guitarist on liberty in Vineland; 377, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Damned Heat Off Campus (ADHOC) · student group at College of the Surf; 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambassadors · beer riders gang; 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber · paralegal for SKA; 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Lloyd Webber Chamber of... · ninja punishment; 167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arctic Circle Drive-In · drive-in in Vineland; 54
Atman, Jinx · Weed's wife; 210-212; Weed cheats on, 226, 237, 244, 245
Atman, Moe · Weed's son; 210, 212, 244-245
Atman, Penny · Weed's daughter; 210, 212, 244-245
Atman, Weed · Mathematics professor; arrives in Vineland as a Thanatoid, 188-189; at College of the Surf, 205-211; Frenesi and Brock discuss, 214-216; "life" as a Thanatoid, 218-219; meets Dr. Elasmo, 226-228; political life deteriorates, 229-230; in an alternate future, 232-233; set up by Frenesi, 234-238, 240, 243; death of, 243-247; in other's memories, 256, 259, 266, 268, 280, 282, 292; meets Prairie, 364-366; 375, 380

Babies of Wackiness · imported Japanese TV show starring Takeshi's wife; 159, 161
Bad · synthesizer player for the Vomitones; 98
Bank of Vineland · 19
Barbie · Frenesi's neighbor in the Sun Belt city; 85-86,
Barf, Billy · lead singer for Billy Barf and the Vomitones; at Wayvone wedding, 95-98; 356, 377
Becker, Eula · Sasha's mother aka Eula Traverse; 76-77, 369
Beckers · extended family in the Northwest US; Euler Becker, 76; 320; picnic with Traverses, 305, 323, 368-369
beer riders · they intentionally drive drunk in California tule fog; 37
Bigfoot Drive-in · Vineland drive-in; 319
Billy Barf & the Vomitones · Vineland heavy metal band; 20; leave with Prairie, 52-55; at Wayvone wedding, 94-98, 104-105; at the Cucumber Lounge, 356; at the Becker-Traverse picnic, 368; Alexei is their fan, 377, 384; members are:
Billy Barf (lead singer), Isaiah Two Four (drummer), Meathook (bass guitar player), Bad (synthesizer player), 187 (horn player), Lester (rhythm guitar player)
Black Afro-American Division (BAAD) · black militant group; 230-231
Blackstream Hotel · Thanatoid hotel in Vineland; 219, 223
Blind-Side Gazette · newsletter of Van Meter's commune; 9
Blood · See Bonnifoy, Cleveland
Bodhi Dharma Pizza Temple · Vineland pizzeria; 45, 49-52, 100, 102, 318
Bolshevik Leninist Group of Vietnam (BLGVN) · French Trotskyite group; 207, 233
Bonnifoy, Cleveland (Blood) · tow-truck operator and Vietnam Vet; 44-45; with Takeshi, 177-180; Vietnam connections, 181-184; picks up Weed, 185-188; picks up Vond, 378-380
Bopp, Karl · CAMP contractor & former Luftwaffe officer; 221-222
Breez-Thru · Vineland gas station; 4
Brisket Fantasy · meal at Your Mama Eats; 168
Bruno · See Ultra High-speed Urban Reconnaissance Unit (UHURU)
Bryant Gumbel Story, The · made-for-TV movie; 355
Bud Warriors · beer rider gang; 37
Buster · owner of the Log Jam; 6-9

C

Campaign Against Marijuana Planting (CAMP) · real California program to suppress illegal marijuana growing; 49, 172; campaign in Vineland 220-222, 334, 349, 373
Chastain, Darryl Louise (DL) · female ninja; at Wayvone wedding, 99-106; at SKA, 108-109, 111-112; meets Frenesi, 114-118; childhood, 119-121; ninja training, 122-128; joins SKA, 128-129; offered a job by Wavone, 130-132; refuses & flees to Columbus, 132-134; white slavery in Japan, 134-137; Wayvone convinces her, 137-142; 149; attacks Takeshi, 151-152; returns to SKA, 153-156; must atone by guarding Takeshi, 160-166; 167-168, 170-171; becomes a karmic adjuster, 172-180; with Prairie at SKA, 188-191; in LA & recalling the '60s, 193-196, 198; back in the '60s, 200, 202, 203, 210; 218; in Trasero County, 233, 236, 237, 244, 245, 248; rescues Frenesi, 249-261; feels the nightmare has returned with Reagan, 261-266; 280, 284, 292; is called back to Vineland by Thanatoids, 325, 333, 334; 362, 363, 364, 366; ends her atonement, 380-382
Chastain, Moody · military policeman & DL's father; 118-121, 124-125, 128
Chastain, Norleen · DL's mother; 119-121, 124-125, 128; meets Takeshi, 380-381
Ché · teenage friend of Prairie in LA; is a mall rat, 325-329; chased by her mother's boyfriend, 329-330; 331-332, 334
Che Zed · DL's Czech motorcycle; 116
Cheapsat · Takeshi's long-distance phone provider; 169
Cheryl · supplied Zoyd's chainsaw; 6, 8
Chickeeta · Dr. Elasmo's receptionist; 225-226
Chinese Three Ways · three ninja moves; 127
Chipco · multinational corporation; 142, 145, 146, 170, 383
Chloe · Van Meter's dog & Desmond's mother; 319, 385
Chuck · the world's most invisible robot; 146
Chuck's Superslab of Love Motor Inn and Casino · Las Vegas motel & casino; 343
Chunko, Willis · Vineland County Sheriff; 220-221, 373
Clara Bow Story, The · made-for-TV movie; 14
Clouds of Guilt · ninja technique; 127
Club La Habanera · part of a Las Vegas hotel; 343
College of the Surf · college in Trasero County; 189; events in 1969, 203, 204, 209; 226, 268; PR disaster, 277
Corvairs · Zoyd's surf band; in Gordita Beach, 22-23; in the Central Valley, 37-38; at Las Suegras as the Surfadelics, 261, 280-281; get a record contract, 283-284; members are: Scott Oof (lead guitar & vocalist), Van Meter (bass guitar), Lefty (drummer), Zoyd (keyboard), and two unnamed sax players
Cosmic Pineapple · acid-rock nightclub in Honolulu; 61, 63
Count Drugula · alias of Mucho Maas; 309, 312
Counter-Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) · real FBI program that's the model for Vond's projects; 210
Country Cantonese · Vineland restaurant; 318
Cucumber Lounge · Vineland roadhouse & rental cabins; transfenestration at, 3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14; 20, 93, 104, 223, 356, 360
Cuke, The · See Cucumber Lounge
Culito Canyon · Frenesi's California home in 1969; 236

D

Dangerous Teen Miss · 1963 pageant with DL; 139
Dark Ocean Hotel · large hotel in Hawaii; 57
Death From Slightly Above · nickname for Brock Vond in 1984; 375
Death to the Pig Nihilist Film Kollective · Berkeley predecessor of 24fps; 197, 253
Deeply, Dr. Dennis · therapist at NEVER; 33, 43, 49, 52, 335-336
Depaato · See Haru no Depaato
Derek · Sasha's English boyfriend; 361-362
Desmond · Zoyd's dog; 4, 51, 319, 347, 350, 357, 385
Dewey Weber Plaza · part of College of the Surf; 205
Dim Ching · ninja move; 127
Dim Hsuen · ninja move; 127
Dim Mak · ninja move; 127; used against Takeshi, 151
Ditzah · See Pisk, Ditzah
DL · See Chastain, Darryl Louise
Dmitri · lighting technician; in Hub's crew, 287, 369
Doctor of Oriental Medicine (DOM) · 154, 176
Dotty · Ché's grandmother; 290, 325, 326, 330
Dream of the Gentle Flood · Frenesi's dream; 256
Drugs — Sacrament of the Sixties, Evil of the Eighties · working title of Hector's film; 342
Dulang, Ortho Bob · Thanatoid Vietnam Vet; 170-172; karmic adjustment
customer, 174, 179; 364, 380
Dwayna · Ché 's mother; 329

E

Eddie Enrico & his Hong Kong Hotshots · 1940's San Francisco band; 78-79
El Mil Amores · V&B Tow's tow truck; 44
Elasmo, Dr. Larry · credit dentist symbolizing Vond in Thanatoid Weed's memory;
225-228
Eliott X · chief of staff of BAAD; 231
Elmhurst · Vineland lawyer; 359-360, 373
Elvissa · Vineland neighbor of Zoyd; 35, 47, 54
Enraged Sparrow · ninja strategy; 127
Enrico, Eddie · band leader in 1940's San Francisco; 79
Evoex · tranquilizer; 158

F

False Thumb · island in Vineland Bay; 316
Fascist Toejam · Heavy Metal band; 18, 21, 55
Fast Lane Lounge · Vineland bar; 318
Federal Emergency Evacuation Route (FEER) · secret Cold War nuclear
evacuation road; 249-250
Felicia · DL's car in Columbus; 134
Felipe · Hector's brother-in-law; 335
Fife, Melrose · Hector's 1960's partner; 23
Fiona · Kahuna Airlines stewardess; 64
Flaff, Gorman (The Specter) · soldier in Vietnam; 182
Fletcher, Flash · undercover agent; is Frenesi's second husband, 68-74; cut from
Federal budget, 84-90; 338; leaves Las Vegas, 351-355; meets Zoyd, 370-375
Fletcher, Justin · Frenesi's son; in Sun Belt city, 71, 85, 87-88, 90; leaves Las
Vegas, 351-352, 354; in Vineland, 355, 370-371, 374
Fleur · Ché 's friend; 332
Frank Gorshin Story, The · made-for-TV movie; 48
Frenesi · See Gates, Frenesi
Full Moon Club · 1940's San Francisco nightclub; 79-80
Fumimota, Takeshi · Japanese insurance & karma adjuster; meets Zoyd, 65-67;
card triggers DL's scanner, 99, 100, 103; 129; investigates giant footprint, 142-
147; attacked as Vond's double, 148-153; 155; flees to SKA for cure, 156-161;
treatment at SKA, 162-166; meets Thanatoid Ortho Bob, 167-172; becomes a karmic adjuster, 172-177; meets Vato & Blood, 177-180; 188, 189; flees to LA from SKA, 191-194; 218, 265, 266; called back to Vineland, 324-325, 333-334; back in Vineland, 363-366; happy ending, 380-383

G

G. Gordon Liddy Story, The · made-for-TV movie; 339
Galaxy of Ribs · meal at Your Mama Eats; 168, 170
Gate 7 · community in Sun Belt city; 89
Gates, Frenesi Margaret · Zoyd's ex-wife and Prairie's mother; cut from Federal budget, 26-27; marries Zoyd, 36-39; Zoyd visits in spirit, 39-42; 50, 51; sought by Prairie, 53-54; Zoyd follows to Hawaii, 56-60; 62; in Sun Belt city with Flash, 68-74; childhood, 74-75, 77-83; has an inherited uniform fetish, 83-84; cut from budget, 85-91; 100-101; in 24fps with DL, 113-118, 120, 133; impersonated by DL, 140-141; 188; in 24fps, 195-203; Weed's lover, 209-211; tryst with Vond in Oklahoma, 212-217; Weed cheats with, 226, 227, 228; messes with Rex & Weed, 231-237; has a wormy premonition of Weed's death, 237-238; engineers Weed's death, 239-247; kidnapped by Vond, 249, 250, 253, 254; dreams of a flood, 255-256; escapes & breaks with DL, 256-261, 266; with Vond at PREP, 269, 273-274; Vond obsessed with, 277-279; marries Zoyd, 280-284; gives birth to Prairie and suffers post partum depression, 285-288; and Hub, 290-292; returns to Vond, 292-294; subject of Vond's deal with Zoyd, 298-305; 320, 334, 338; agrees to direct Hector's movie, 343-350; leaves Las Vegas for Vineland, 351-355; reunites with Sasha, 362; 366; reunites with Prairie, 367-368; reunites with Hub, 370; 372, 374
Gates, Hubble · lighting technician & Frenesi's father; in the 1940's and 1950's, 74-75, 80-82; calls Frenesi "young gaffer", 201; 242; returns to LA after Prairie's birth, 287-288; loses his radicalism and Sasha in the 1950's, 288-292; 326, 351, 361; reunites with Frenesi, 369-370
Gates, Sasha · Frenesi's mother; 54; prior to Zoyd's trip to Hawaii, 56-58; and Frenesi, 74-75; childhood in Northern California, 75-76; comes to San Francisco, 76-78; becomes a singer, 78-80; marries Hub, 80-82; has a uniform fetish, 83; 98, 189, 200, 236, 242, 282; at Prairie's birth, 284-288; and Hub, 288-292; as Zoyd is arrested, 295-298; gives Prairie to Zoyd to take to Vineland, 303-306; 320, 325, 326, 332, 346; goes to Becker-Traverse picnic, 361-362, 367-368, 372
Gerhard · kitchen staffer at SKA; 110, 190
Gino Baglione and the Pisans · alias of Billy Barf & the Vomitones; 94, 96
Gojira no Chimpira · ninja strategy; 127
Gómez, Eusebio (Vato) · tow-truck operator and Vietnam Vet; 44-45; with
Takeshi, 177-180; Vietnam connections, 181-184; picks up Weed, 185-188; 359; picks up Vond, 378-380
Gordita Beach · Southern California town; home of Zoyd & the Corvairs, 22, 24, 57, 282, 294, 297
Grace · computer operator; 85
Grand Cru de Muskogee Demi-Sec · Oklahoma sparkling wine; 214
Great South Coast Plaza Eyeshadow Raid · shoplifting spree by a girl gang; 327-328
Greg Noll Lab · part of College of the Surf; 207
Gretchen · cocktail waitress at Kahuna Airlines; 63-65

H

Harleyite Order · male motorcycle nuns; 358-359, 373
Haro no Depaato (Department Store of Spring) · Japanese bordello; Wayvone installs DL, 140-141; Takeshi encounters DL, 149-153; 156, 157, 159, 161
Havabananda, Baba · night manager at Bodhi Dharma Pizza; 52
Hector · See Zuñiga, Hector
Hidden Foot · ninja strategy; 127
Hip Trip · pinball machine; 314
Hit List · aggro theme park ride; 19
Hobbs, Blodwen · Millard's wife; 46-48
Hobbs, Millard (The Marquis de Sod) · actor & owner of a Vineland lawn-care service; 46-48, 357
Holocaust Pixels · San Francisco Bay Area band; 363-364, 384
Holytail · inland pot-growing area of Vineland; 220-221, 373
Howie · 24fps lighting tech & accountant; 196-198, 201-202; spies on Frenesi at DL's urging, 233-236, at Weed's death scene, 244-247; at the assault on PR³, 247-248; rescues Frenesi, 249-252, 257; arrested, 263
Hub · See Gates, Hubble
Humbolaya · Vineland restaurant; 43

I

Ibble, Roy · Federal agent handler; 338, 352-354
Ilse · Dr. Elasmo's hygienist; 228
I'm a Cop · song; 356
Indolent Records · Hollywood record company; signs the Corvairs, 283-284
Mucho Maas executive at, 307, 309, 312
Inga · Kahuna Airlines stewardess; 64
Inoshiro Sensei · ninja master; trains DL, 122-128; 131, 142, 154, 180, 252-253, 259

Intemperate Hill · in Vineland; 318

Isaiah Two Four · Vomitone drummer & Prairie's boyfriend; with Zoyd, 16-21; 45; leaves Vineland with Prairie, 52-55; at Wayvone wedding, 95-98, 104-105; back in Vineland, 356, 358, 372-373

*Italian Wedding Fake Book* · book of Italian music; 97

---

**J**

Jade, Cousin · Prairie's cousin; 367

*Just Like a William Powell* · song; 162

---

**K**

Kahuna Airlines · airline company; 56, 61-62, 65

Kasumi (The Mist) · ninja invisibility technique; 253

Knucklehead Jack’s · bikers' bar outside a Federal prison; 300

Krishna · 24fps soundwoman; 197-198, 200, 244, 246, 258

Kunoichi Death Kiss · ninja move; 254

Kutsushita · acquaintance of Takeshi & Minoru; 147

---

**L**

Lady 'n' the Lox, The · LA deli; 326

Las Hermanas de Nuestra Señora de los Pepinares · order that rents its convent to SKA; 107

Las Nalgas Beach · town in Trasero County & location of Rex's apartment; 207, 229

Las Suegras · town where Zoyd meets Frenesi; 261, 280

*Lawrence of Arabia* · song; 309

Le Bûcheron Affamé · Vineland restaurant; 42

Lefty · Corvairs drummer; 284

Lemay · bar patron; 8

Leonard · midwife; delivers Prairie, 285

Lester · Vomitones rhythm guitarist; 95

Liftoff, Sid · movie producer; signs movie deal with Hector, 337-343; 349, 355; in Vineland, 361-362

*Like a Meat Loaf* · song; 363

Lo Finto, Mrs. · kitchen staffer at SKA; 190
Lobelia · transvestite prostitute in Japan; 135-137
Lobster Trick Movie · LA TV show; 286
Loco Lodge · Justice Department mental facility; 69
Log Jam · Vineland loggers' bar; 3, 5, 10
Lolli · Ralph Wayvone's sister-in-law; 94
Lost Nugget · hippie bar in Vineland; 36, 41, 48, 50, 220, 318
Lotus · Moonpie's baby; 40-41
Lounge Good Buy, The · LA patio furniture store; 326
Lucky · Dwayna's boyfriend; 329-330
Lucky Sea Urchin, The · Japanese nightclub; 123
Lugares Altos · San Francisco Bay Area gated community; 95

M

Maas, Wendel (Mucho) · record producer; 307-314
Magnificent Disaster · made-for-TV movie; 371, 377-378
Mall Tease Flacon, The · LA cosmetics store; 326
Manuel · automobile paint alchemist; 168, 192
Marquis de Sod, The · See Hobbs, Millard
Meathook · Vomitones' bass guitar player; 97-98, 104, 377
Meteor · Thanatoid tabloid; 175
Mi Vida Loca · V&B Tows tow-truck; 177
Minoru · Japanese government bomb-squad expert; investigates giant footprint, 144-148; 150; disappears, 156, 169
Mirage · 24fps astrologer; at 24fps, 197-198; gives-up astrology, 258-259; returns to astrology, 262-263
Modern Karmic Adjustment · karma adjustment without reincarnation - Takeshi's hustle, 174-175
Moonpie · RC's wife & Zoyd's Vineland neighbor; 35-36, 40-41
More Is Less · over-sized clothing store; 4
Morning · RC & Moonpie's child; 35
Mucho · See Maas, Wendel

N

National Endowment for Video Education and Rehabilitation (NEVER) · rehab center for TV addicts; 32-33, 43
Ninja Death Touch · ninja time-delayed death procedure, aka Vibrating Palm; Wavone asks DL to use on Vond, 131-132; 141; DL uses on Takeshi, 151; can possibly be reversed, 154; 163, 179
ninjette · female ninja (kunoichi);  
Noboru · Inoshiro's talent-spotter; 122, 126  
Noir Center · film-noir themed mall in LA; 326, 328  
Nosepicking of Death · ninja strategy; 127  
Not Too Mean to Cry · anthology of male torch songs; 36  
Nukey · computer game; 160

O

octogenarihexation · 86ing, i.e. ejection; 186  
O'Hara, Lieutenant · token white crew member in Say, Jim; 370  
Old Thumb · spit across Vineland Bay; 43, 316, 377  
Once Upon A Chitlin · Vineland soul-food restaurant; 183  
Oof, Scott · Corvairs' lead guitar & vocalist; 23, 61, 281-284, 312  
Ordeal of the Thousand Broadway Show Tunes · ninja punishment; 167  
Oruni, Dr. · company physician at Wawazume L&NL; 156-157

P

Pancho Bandido · fortified wine; 243, 245  
People's Republic of Rock and Roll (PR³) · separate nation declared by College of the Surf students; 209, 212, 216, 228, 230-232, 235; last hours, 247-248; 268  
Phantom Creek · in Vineland; 35, 40  
Phantom Ridge Road · in Vineland; 35  
Piggy's Tavern and Restaurant · restaurant in Holytail; 221  
Phil's Cottonwood Oasis · tavern & motel in Las Suegras; 261, 280  
Pinky, Uncle · Prairie's uncle; 367  
Pisk Feldman, Ditzah · anarchist & 24fps film editor; in LA, 194; with 24fps, 194-202; 210, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248; goes to Oregon, 259; scared in 1984, 261-266; archives destroyed, 333-334  
Pisk, Zipi · anarchist & 24fps film editor; sister of Ditzah, 194; from NYC, 196; editor with 24fps, 197, 198, 200, 244; goes to Oregon, 259; scared in 1984, 262-263  
Ploce, Virgil (Sparky) · US spy who tries to assassinate Castro; 251-252  
Political Re-Education Program (PREP) · Vond's concentration camp; 268-270, 272-274, 277, 280, 347, 354  
Poteet, Sledge · 24fps rigger; 196-198, 201-202, 244, 246-247, 249-252, 257  
Prairie · See Wheeler, Prairie  
Puncutron · medical machine used on Takeshi to reverse the Ninja Death Touch; 149, 163-165, 179, 381-382
R

Ralph Wayvone Enterprises · the family business; 93
Ramón of La Habra · auto detailer; 105
Raoul · robot refrigerator; 193
Rapture · Vond's terminology for kidnapping and turning radicals; 212, 248, 376
Raquello, Ramon · bandleader character in Orson Welles' real *War of the Worlds* broadcast; 78
RC · Vineland neighbor of Zoyd; 35-36, 40-41
Readiness Exercise 1984 (REX 84) · real 1984 US military exercise; 353, 376
Redwood Bayou · Vineland restaurant; 42
Renée · Frenesi's cousin; 39
Rex · *See* Snuvvle, Rex
Rick and Chick · twin Christian owners of a Vineland auto repair; 43-45
Rick & Chick's Born Again · Vineland auto conversion shop; 43-44
*Robert Musil Story, The* · made-for-TV movie; 370
Rochelle, Sister · Senior Attentive (Head Ninjette) of SKA; with Prairie & DL, 108-112; with DL, 153-155; with Takeshi & DL, 163-166; her Garden of Eden parable, 166; 176; her parable about Hell, 382
Ron · US Marshall; 301-302, 304
Roscoe · Vond's sidekick; in Japan, 148-149; at PREP, 268, 270-272, 274; tries to abduct Prairie, 375-377

S

Sasha · *See* Gates, Sasha
Say, Jim · black version of *Star Trek*; 370
Scantling, Crocker (Bud) · head of the Lumber Employers Association in Vineland; cripples Jess, 75; dies, 369
Scum of the City · theme park ride; 19
Septic Tank · band; 18
Seventh River · principal river of Vineland watershed; 49; Shade Creek drains into, 172; sacred to Yuroks, 186-187, Vineland Bay at its mouth, 316; 334; site of Traverse-Becker picnic, 349; 354
Shade Creek · Vineland creek & Thanatoid village; Thanatoid village at confluence with Seventh River, 172-174; 185; WPA bridge crosses, 187; Weed arrives at, 188; Thanatoids first moved there when Frenesi was a child, 320; 324, 334, 357, 361, 363, 366; Vond in (?), 378
Shangri-La Sauna · Vineland sauna; 321
Sheldon · Zipi's ex-husband(?); 263
Shirelle, Sister Mary · SKA kitchen staffer; 190
Shorty · friend of Zoyd (?); 302-303
Sisterhood of Kunoichi Attentives (SKA) · retreat for female ninjas; origin of, 107-108; Prairie & DL arrive at, 108-113; DL's first stay at, 128; DL returns after attacking Takeshi, 153-156; Takeshi arrives at, 156, 160-167; 179, 180; Prairie leaves with DL & Takeshi, 188-191; DL & Takeshi's last visit, 381
Sledge · See Poteet, Sledge
Slide · Prairie's friend; 4-5
Snuvvle, Rex · graduate student at College of the Surf; assists Weed in uprising, 207-208; disappointed with Weed, 229-230; donates his Porsche, 230-231; in an alternate future, 232-233; set up by Frenesi, 233-237; Vond tells Frenesi to give him a gun, 240-241; kills Weed, 243-247; 259, 366
Southplex · shopping mall in Sun Belt city; 68
Splanchnick, Dr. Hugo · LA rhinologist; convinces Mucho to kick drugs, 310-311
Spooner · Vineland street running North-South; bars on South, 7, 36; North leads to River Drive & the Seventh River, 186; South is part of US 101, 318
Stealth Rig · truck nearly invisible to radar; 222
Steam Donkey · Vineland bar established in the 19th Century; 41, 318
Stokely · Vineland resident; 49
Surfadelics · alias of the Corvairs, 280

T

Taco Carajo · Vineland mexican restaurant; 182
Taiwanese Healthy Brain Aerobics · audiotape at SKA; 164
Takeshi · See Fumimota, Takeshi
Tetas y Chetas M.C · girl motorcycle gang; 116
Tex Wiener Ecole de Pilotage · shoulder patch on Tex's uniform; 361
Thanatoids · spirits only partially dead due to lingering resentment; Ortho Bob is one, 170-172; are Takeshi's clients, 172-173; are ghosts but won't admit they're dead, 173-174, 218; V&B tows their cars, 185-188; have Comedy Roasts, 218-220; Van Meter's song about, 224-225; repress their worst memories into symbols, 226; first moved to Shade Creek in the 1950's (Korean War?) and increased after the Vietnam War, 320; awaken to Bach's "Wachet Auf", 324-325; are distressed by CAMP & Hector, 334; 361; listen to song "Like a Meatloaf", 363-364; can't reincarnate if they don't act fast enough, 364; don't always know when they're dreaming, 365-366; party after Vond's death, 380, 384
Thapsia · Vineland neighbor of Zoyd; 3, 54
The All-Regimental Bagpipes Play Prime Time Favorites · audiotape at SKA; 164
The Chipmunks Sing Marvin Hamlisch · audiotape at SKA; 165
The Olympics Auditorium · part of College of the Surf; 207
The Tube · television;
Thi Anh Tran · Vato & Blood's Vietnamese partner; 181-184
Third World Thrills · theme park ride; 19
Thumb · spit across Vineland Bay; 316
Ti Bruce · chef at Humbolaya; 43
Tokkata & Fuji · Japanese trading company; 325
Torpidini, Two-Ton Carmine · mob lieutenant for Wayvone; at Wayvone wedding, 95-97; in Japan, 153; communicates with Takeshi, 158; sends Takeshi to DL & SKA, 160
Trasero County · Southern California county between Orange & San Diego Counties; site of College of the Surf, 188-189, 203-204; 230, 245, 268, 292
Traverse, Eula · See Becker, Eula
Traverse, Jess · Sasha's father; union organizer, 75-76, 288-289; reads Emerson passage to family, 369
Traverses · extended family in Northwest US; Eula Becker marries Jess, 75; Sasha's maiden name, 78; have an annual reunion with Beckers in Vineland, 305-306; disapprove of non-union Zoyd, 319-320; at reunion in 1984 with Beckers, 323-324, 367-371
Trent · poet-artist and Zoyd's Vineland neighbor; lends Zoyd his camper, 35; 46, 48-49, 51, 53
Triggerman, Ernie · movie producer; Hector knows, 51; signs movie contract with Hector, 337-338, 340-343, 349; in Vineland, 362
Trillium · Mucho's friend; 307-308
Tromblay, Skip · Vineland Channel 86 news anchorman; 14-15, 373
Two Street · Vineland street with nightclubs; 7, 305

U

Ultra High-speed Urban Reconnaissance Unit (UHURU) · new name for Bruno, Rex's Porsche; 230-231
Universal Binding Ingredient (UBI) · cream of mushroom soup; 111

V

V & B Tow Company · Vineland towing company; Vato & Blood drive for, 44, 177-178; theme is based on Chip & Dale, 180-181; Thi Anh Tran is third partner, 181-182; willing to tow Thanatoid vehicles, 185, 188
Van Meter · Corvairs' guitarist; helps Zoyd's disability scam, 8-12; in Gordita beach, 23-24; reminisces with Zoyd, 41-42; plays at Thanatoid Roast, 220, 223-
225; on LSD, 284; moves to Vineland, 306; introduces Zoyd to Vineland, 315-319; tends bar at the Cucumber Lounge, 356, 358, 359
Vato · See Gomez, Eusebio
Vegetable Road · in Vineland; Zoyd builds his house there, 319
Vibrating Palm · ninja time-delayed death procedure, aka Ninja Death Touch;
Wayvone wants DL to use on Vond, 131; can be reversed, 154; invented by the Malayan Chinese, 157; 171, 381
Vicki · financial consultant to SKA; 128
Vince, Sister · Harleyite theologian; 359
Vineland · city and county in coastal Northern California; 8; Jess organizes loggers in, 75-76; Thanatoid village is in county, 172, 175, 177; city is near Seventh River, 185-186; CAMP operates in, 220-222; Sasha convinces Zoyd to move to, 305-306; 314; description of as Zoyd takes root, 316-322; 323, 334, 335, 339, 349, 356, 369, 373-378
Vineland Bay · 316
Vineland International Airport (VLX) · 317; 352; description of as Frenesi returns, 354-355; 376
Vineland Lanes · restaurant (& bowling alley?); 11, 25
Vineland Lobster · crawfish; 35
Vineland Mall · 4
Vineland Palace · hotel; Dr. Deeply at, 33, 43, 49; movie crew at, 355; Sasha at, 361
Vond, Brock · federal prosecutor; in Vineland with strike force, 50-52; 58, 61; Frenesi & Flash discuss, 69-70; DL and Prairie discuss, 100-103; 108; Wayvone wants DL to kill, 130-132; DL agrees to kill, 138-142; escapes assassination attempt, 148-153; 189, 193; Frenesi first meets, 199-201; Frenesi gives film to and is sucked in, 209; trysts with Frenesi in Oklahoma, 211-217; 236, 237; hometown is in Indiana, 238; gives Frenesi a gun, 239-243; kidnaps students & Frenesi, 248-250; 260; is a Scorpio, 263; DL speculates on the reason for his return, 264-266; creates PREP, 268-270; as viewed by Roscoe, 270-272; has a white aura of invincibility, 272; believes Lombroso's theories, 272-273; dominates Frenesi at PREP, 273-274; has two personalities & a recurring nightmare, 274-275; has a wonderful life, 275-276; has a phobia about procreation 276-277; freaks-out over Frenesi's escape, 277; his career declines, 277-280; Frenesi wants to rejoin, 282, 286-287; recaptures Frenesi, 292-293; goes after Prairie & Zoyd, 294; makes a deal with Zoyd, 298-302; dominates Frenesi in front of Zoyd, 304; 305, 321; in Vineland, 334, 339, 349, 357; 345, 346; was cut from Reagan budget, 347; 350; in Vineland as part of REX 84, 352-354; 366, 372, 374; tries to kidnap Prairie, 375-377; dies, 378-380; 382, 383; Prairie wants him to return, 384
Wacky Coconuts · song; 66
Wade · Hub's friend; Hub & Sasha live in his garage, 290; joins IATSE, 291; is Ché's grandfather, 325; 326
Wallace · Justin's friend; 85-87
Wanda · a worm; 238
Wawazume Life & Non-Life · Japanese insurance company; Takeshi's relation to, 142-143; 156, 169
Wawazume, Professor · eccentric Japanese CEO; relation to Takeshi, 142-143; insured Chipco, 146; updates Takeshi, 169-170; must pay Chipco claim, 172
Wayvone Jr., Ralph · manager of the Cucumber Lounge; father is a mafioso, 10-11; 12; hires Vomitones for family wedding, 20; isn't executive material, 93-94; at the wedding, 95, 96; hires Vomitones for the Cuke, 104; becomes a comedian, 356
Wayvone, Dominic · Ralph's son; 93
Wayvone, Gelsomina · Ralph's daughter; 93, 94, 97
Wayvone, Ralph · mafioso; at his daughter's wedding, 92-95, 97, 102-105; tries to hire DL to kill Vond, 130-132; buys DL at slave auction and seduces her, 137-141; watches DL's failed assassination, 152-153
Wayvone, Shondra · Ralph's wife; 93, 102
Wesley · a worm; 238
Wheeler, Zoyd Herbert · musician, roofer, hippie; disability scam, 3-15; at home with Prairie, 14-21; first meets Hector in Gordita Beach, 22-25; meets Hector in Vineland, 10, 12, 25-34; 35-36; early life in Southern California, 37-38; marries Frenesi, 38-39; visits Frenesi in spirit, 39-40; sought by Vond, 41-54; sends Prairie away, 52-56; follows Frenesi to Hawaii, 56-61; works for Kahuna airlines, 61-65; meets Takeshi, 65-67; 68; Prairie looks like, 98; 101-103; hides-

Wiener, Tex · Sasha's boyfriend; 361
Wilber · a worm; 238
Woodbine Motel · Thanatoid motel; 172, 177

Y

Yak Doc Workshop · Yakusa documents workshop (?); 148
Yomama, Michiko · Japanese actress and Takeshi's ex-wife; 159, 160
Young Kissinger · made-for-TV movie; 309
YOUR MAMA EATS (YME) · Vineland barbecue restaurant; 167-168
Yukai na (Fun) · ninja mind-control technique; DL uses, 255, 257

Z

Zero Inn · Thanatoid hotel; 172, 363, 380
Zero Profile Paint & Body · body shop providing invisibility paint; 192
Zipi · See Pisk, Zipi
Zoyd · See Wheeler, Zoyd
Zúñiga, Debbi · Hector's wife; 31-32, 303; divorces Hector, 348; 350
Zúñiga, Hector · federal Drug Enforcement Agency field agent; at Zoyd's transfenestration, 10-12; first meets Zoyd, 21-25; talks with Zoyd in Vineland, 25-32; is pursued by NEVER, 32-34, 43; 41-42; confronts Prairie, 49-53; 102; arrests Zoyd in Gordita Beach, 294-296; completes Vond's deal with Zoyd, 302-305; hassles Mucho, 312-313; in Vineland to shoot his movie, 334-335; in NEVER rehab, 335-337; inks a movie deal with Ernie & Sid, 337-343; suspects Reagan about to invade Nicaragua, 339-340; convinces Frenesi to direct his film, 343-350, 352; with film crew in Vineland, 355-356, 360, 362; 372